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Determination of Principal Factors

inâ(v/D)andâ(v/D)

By H. C. Williams

Abstract. Let / = 2 or 3 and let D be a positive /-power-free integer. Also, let R be the

product of all the rational primes which completely ramify in K = S(Z) '/'). The integer d is

a principal factor of the discriminant of K if d = N(a), where a is an algebraic integer of K

and d | R'~l. In this paper algorithms for finding these principal factors are described.

Special attention is given to the case of / = 3, where it is shown that Voronoi's continued

fraction algorithm can be used to find principal factors. Some results of a computer search

for principal factors for all S(Vz> ) with 2 < D < 15000 are also presented.

1. Introduction. Let / = 2 or 3, D be a positive /-power-free integer and,

K= Q,(DX/1) be the algebraic number field formed by adjoining Dx/I to the

rationals 2.. In this paper our main concern will be with the case of / = 3, but we

will also briefly discuss the case where 1 = 2.

Denote by â[Dx/l] the ring of algebraic integers in K and let % be the set of

rational integers. We say that any algebraic integer of K is primitive if it is not

divisible by a rational integer greater than 1. We denote by N(a) the norm (product

of a and its conjugates) of any a E K. Let e (> 1) be the fundamental unit of K,

and let R be the product of totally ramified primes in K.

When / = 2, we have

; D,      D = 1,2 (mod 4),

2D,     D = 3 (mod 4).

We also have the following

Theorem [I]. If N(e) = 1, there exist two primitive ±a„ ±a2E S[VZ) ] such

that

nn _     »i      _     »22
(       ' £ l"(«,)l l"(«2)l'

If we denote by a' the conjugate of a in K, then

„.* ,      ¡2DX/2    when D = 3 (mod 4) and 2 } N(aX
(1.2) «,«2 =

\ D '        otherwise.
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262 H. C. WILLIAMS

Thus, we see that N(ax) and N(a2) are divisors of R. These integers are called

principal factors of the discriminant of 2(VZ) ), or more simply, principal factors for

â(V2)).
If N(e) = -1, then from (1.1) it is clear that no principal factors of K can exist.

We can express some of these results in the following fashion. We have

(1.3) ^=(-l)'Y2,    y(=E')EK,       0 < i < 1.

If i = 0, we have principal factors in K; if / = 1, we do not have principal factors

in AT.

Note that the problem of existence of principal factors in 2(VrD ) is as difficult

as the famous problem of whether or not there are integer solutions of the Pellian

equation

(1.4) x2-Dy2 = -\.

Recently Morton [6] and Lagarias [7] have obtained some important results

concerning this problem.

A simple method of determining these principal factors can be developed by

using continued fractions. We let <i>0 = <p E K and let

(1-5) <í>o= <<7o.?i>?2> • • •>?„-i><í>n>

be the continued fraction expansion of <>0. If j4_2 = 0, A_x = \, B_2= \, B_x =

0, and

Ak+\ = ak+\Ak + Ak_x,

(1'6) [Bk + x = qk+xBk + Bk_x        (k = -1,0, 1,2,3,...),

the convergents Cm = (q0, qx, q2, . . . , qm} of (1.5) are given by Am/Bm. Put

VD , D si 1 (mod 4),
(1-7) /*= ,

(1 +VD)/2,     D = l(mod4).

If we let <i>0 = ju, the continued fraction expansion of <f>0 has period p, and we have

<pn = (P„+VD)/Qn,       Pn,QnE%,

and <pp + x = <px. We must have a least positive integery such that either

Qj-X- Qj   {N(e) = -\),p = 2j-\,

or

Pj-x = P}   {N(e)= +\),p=2j-2.

In the latter case, since

N(Aj_2 - p.'Bj_2) = (-\y-xQj.x/Q0,

and

(1.8) e = Ap_x - p'Bp_x = Q0(Aj_2 - p'Bj_2)2/Qj_x

(see, for example, [9]), we see from (1.1) that Qj-\/Qo is a principal factor of

2.0/7)).
Thus, the continued fraction algorithm provides us with the principal factors

whenever they exist. It can also be used to find a, and a2 (by (1.2)) in (1.1).
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When / = 3 we let §3 = D — ab2 and 83 = D = a2b, where a, b are coprime

square-free integers. We have

3ab,     D sé ± 1 (mod 9) and 3 } D,
R = .

ab,      otherwise.

Denote by a' and a" the conjugates of any a E K, and write

(1-9) e = (gx + g28 + g38)/3       (gx, g2, g3 E %).

Note that since N(e) = 1, we have g\ s 27 (mod ab).

If ks = ß3 is solvable for ß E K and k (=£ 0) E 2, then there exist six unique

primitive integers ±ax, ±a2, ±a3, ± ßx, ± ß2, ± ß3 of K such that

U2-Ä7W<«)    (¡-1,2,3).

Here N(a,), N(P¡) are divisors of R2 and are called the principal factors of the

discriminant of K — 2(V7) ). These numbers have been discussed in some detail

by Barrucand and Cohn [1], [2].

In fact, if a E 2[S], N(a) \ R2, and N(a) = 3Tdxdld4dj, where a = dxd2d3, b =

d4d$d6, then the six numbers a, 8a/d2d4d5, 8a/dxd2d5, a2/d2d5, 8a2/dxd2d4d2,

8a2/dxd2d4d5 are all in 2[5], and each of their norms divides R2. Thus, each of the

elements of the set

(1.11) [3Tdxd2d4d2, 3Td2d3d5d2, 3Td2d2d2d6, 3"dx2d2d2d5, 3vd¡d3d4d2, 3"dxd2d¡d6},

where (t, v) = (0, 0), (1, 2) or (2, 1) is a principal factor whenever N(a) is.

Let p be a primitive cube root of unity and put Ü = 2(p), L = K(p). If H is the

class number of L and h is the class number of K, then

(1.12) H = rh2/3,

where r = 1 or 3, see [2]. Using the results of [2] together with a later result of

Halter-Koch [5], we get the following

Theorem. Consider the equation

(1.13) ^ = p'Y3        (Y S L = K(pj), 0 < i < 2,

(i) (1.13) has no solution if and only if r = 1,

(ii) (1.13) has a solution with / = 0 if and only if principal factors exist for K,

(iii) (1.13) has a solution with i ¥^ 0 if and only if there exists a unit EEL such

that the relative norm,

(1-14) NL/a(E) = p.

The equation (1.13) is completely analogous to (1.3). But note that we have three

possible cases here not just two. When / = 2 there is no analogue to case (i). We

also point out that Eq. (1.14) is the / = 3 version of (1.4).

Brunotte, Klingen, and Steurich [3] have shown that r in (1.12) is 3 if and only if

gx in (1.9) satisfies

(1.15) g, = 3 (mod a¿>).
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This allows us to find a method of distinguishing between (i) and the other two

cases (ii) and (iii). However, we cannot distinguish between (ii) and (iii). In [2] it is

shown that principal factors must exist if D has no prime factors of the form 1+3/

and at least one prime factor of the form 2 + 9/ or 5 + 9f. Further, if (iii) holds,

then each prime factor of D must be 3 or of the form 9f + 1. These conditions are

not enough, however, for if D = 19, then case (i) holds, and if D = 51, then case

(ii) holds. We do note that if D is a prime of the form 9r — 1, then (iii) holds. This

is because r = 3 by (1.15) and principal factors cannot exist because R = D.

Since principal factors can play an important role in the determination of the

fundamental unit of K (see Williams [11] and [12]) and since their existence tells us

that the Diophantine equation

N(a) = d

is solvable for some d | R 2, it is of some interest to develop a means of finding the

principal factors for any Q(VD ) when they exist or showing that they do not exist.

In this paper we describe a technique for distinguishing between cases (ii) and (iii).

The method is analogous to the continued fraction method described above for

1 = 2, but there are some complications which must be taken into consideration.

We also present some numerical results from a computer run of our algorithm on

all values of D between 1 and 15,000.

2. Relative Minima and the Algorithm of Voronoi When / = 2. In the next two

sections we give a very brief description of Voronoi's [8] idea for extending the

continued fraction algorithm over 2(VZ) ) into 2(VZ> ). It should be emphasized

that our treatment here is much less general than that of [8].

Let X, p E 2(VZ) ) and put A = (X, X'), M = (p, p'). Let S be the lattice

defined by

S = {mA + vM | u, v E %}.

We say that S is a lattice with basis [A, M]. If A = (a, a') E S, we define the

normed body of A to be

<3L(A) = {(x,y)\x,y E &, |x| < \a\, \y\ < \a'\},

where <3l is the set of reals. If 0 E S and 91(0) n S = {(0, 0)}, we say that 0 is a

relative minimum of S.

Since S is symmetric about the y axis, we will lose no generality by working with

only those points of S which have a nonnegative first component. If 0 = (9, 9'),

$ = (</>, <p') are relative minima of S with 9 > <p > 0, we say that they are adjacent

if there does not exist * = (xp, xp') (^ (0, 0)) E S such that |«f<| < |0| and \xP'\ <

\<j>'\. Voronoi proved

Theorem 2.1. Let 0 = (9, 9'),$ = (</>, <p') be elements of S such that 9 > <p > 0.

// [0, $] is a basis of §, then 0 and <3> are adjacent relative minima if and only if

\9'\ < \<j>'\ and 9'$ < 0.

Corollary. Let S have basis [(1,1), (9, 9')]. If 0 < 9 < 1 and 9' < -1, then S

has (1, 1) and (9 + [-9'], 9' + [-9']) as adjacent relative minima*

* Here we use the notation [a] to denote that rational integer such that a — 1 < [a] < a.
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If 0,. = (9„ 9¡) G S (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ), where 0 < 0, < 8i+x and 0, and 0,+1 are
adjacent relative minima, we call

(2.1) 0„ 02, 03, . . ., 0„,.. .

a chain of relative minima of S. Voronoi showed that if A = (a, a') is a relative

minimum of S and a > 9X, then A must be one of the 0, in the chain (2.1).

Let S have [(1, 1), (9, 9')], where 0 < 9 < 1 and 9' < -1, as a basis, and let

(2.2) 0, = (1, 1), 02, 03, . . . , 0„, . . .

be a chain of relative minima of S. Put @(X) = (0<X), 0g(ly) = 02. We see by the

corollary of Theorem 2.1 that @2 = (9 + [-9'], 9' + [-9']); hence S, = S has

[(1, 1), 0g'>] as a basis. Let §2 have [(1, 1), (\/9¡X), l/0g(I)')] as a basis, and let @f

be the relative minimum adjacent to (1, 1) in S2 such that #g(2) > 1. Then, by the

corollary of Theorem 2.1,

and 93 = 9¿lty2\ In fact, if S„ has basis [(1, 1), (\/9¡"~x\ l/^"-1*')], we find that

9¡n) = l/9s"-X) +[-l/9<"-XY] > 1

is the relative minimum adjacent to (1, 1) in §. Also, if 0„ = (9„, #„'), then

(2.3) en = ñ 0¿°.
i=i

Putting   <i>0 = -9',   q0 = [<j>0],   qk+x  = [-1/9™],   <pk = (9™yx,   we   see   that

(,q0, qx, q2, . . ., qn-X, <i>„) is the continued fraction expansion of <|>0.

If ft is defined as in (1.7), we note that since ju and [p] — p' differ by an integer,

their continued fraction expansions have the same values for <pk in (1.5) for

k = 1, 2, 3, ... . Putting 9 = p — [ p] above, it is a simple matter to show that

r = (^r' = -^^ = A^   (* = i,2,3,...).
Vd - pk        Qk

Further

"jjx Pi+VD

9„ -  11 -j=-An_2 - p'Bn_2,
i = i        tí/

and if we define N(@) the norm of 0 = (9, 9') to be N(9) = 99', then

N{@n) = {-l)"-lQ„-l/Q0.

Thus, from the results in Section 1 we see that principal factors of 2(V£> ) exist if

and only if for some n such that 2 < n < p, we have ?fl(®„) \ R.

3. Relative Minima and the Algorithm of Voronoi When / = 3. The reason we

have given such a lengthy discussion of Voronoi's continued fraction algorithm for

/ = 2 is that it is a simple matter to extend several of these ideas to the case of

/ = 3. In this case, we let À, p, v E 2(Vö ) and put

A = (X, (X' - X")/2i, (X' + X")/2),

M = (p,(p'- p")/2i,(p' + p")/2),

N = (v, (v' - v")/2i, (v' + v")/2),
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where i is a fixed zero of x2 + 1. All components of A, M, N are real. We let S be

the lattice defined by

S = (wA + vM + wN | u, v, w E %},

and we say that S has basis [A, M, N] or [X, p, i»]. If ^4 G S, then

A = (a, (a' - a")/2i, (a' + a")/2).

We often write this as A « a or a « A. If A E S, we define the normed body of A

to be

<3L(A) = {(x,y, z) | x,y, z G &, |*| < |a|,y2 + z2 < |a'|2}.

It should be noted here that

|af «, |a'f = a'a" = N(a)/a = ((a' - a")/2i)2 + ((a' + a")/2)2.

If 0 G S and 9L(0) n S = {(0, 0, 0)}, we say that 0 is a relative minimum of

S. If 0 « 9 and <£> œ </> are relative minima of S with 9 > <p > 0, we say that they

are adjacent if there does not exist a ¥ (¥= (0, 0, 0)) G S such that if ^ fa »// then

|^| < |0| and \xp'\ < \<j>'\. If 0, G S (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ), where 0,. « 9„ 0<9,< 9i+x
and 0, and 0I +, are adjacent relative minima of S, we call

(3.1) 0„ 02, 03, ...,©„,...

a chain of relative minima of S. We also have the result that if A « a is a relative

minimum of S and a > 9X, then A must occur as an element in (3.1).

If (1, 0, 1) is a relative minimum of S and

(3.2) 0, = (1, 0, 1), 02, ©3, . . . , 0„, . . .

is a chain of relative minima of §, we can find the elements in (3.2) if we can

develop a method of finding the relative minimum @g « 9g > 1 adjacent to

(1,0, 1) in any lattice of type S in which (1,0, 1) is a relative minimum. We do this

as we did in the case when 1 = 2. Simply let S, = S and 0^° « 0g(1) > 1 be the

relative minimum adjacent to (1, 0, 1) in S,. Embed 1, 0g(1) in a basis of S, and let

this basis be [1, 9¡x\ 0„(1)]. Let S2 have basis [1, \/9¡x\ 9^/9^]. We see that

(1,0, 1) is a relative minimum of S2, and we find the relative minimum @^2) « 0g(2)

> 1 adjacent to (1, 0, 1) in S2. We continue this process by defining S„ to be the

lattice with basis [1, \/9f~x\ 9¡,"-X)/9^x\ where e<"_l) « 9¡n~X) > 1 is the

relative minimum adjacent to (1, 0, 1) in §„_!• It follows that

9n = n 9¡°,       9p = (mi*> + mP8 + m^8~)/ok,
i = i

0¿*> - (ní*) + úk>8 + n3k>8)/ok,

where m[k\ mf\ mf\ «{*>, «$*>, nf\ akE%,ok>Q, and

g.c.d. (ak, m\k\ m2k\ m3k\ n\k\ n2k\ n^) = 1.

When there is no doubt as to the value of k in the superscripts here, we will omit

them.

In the remainder of this paper we assume that S, is the lattice with basis [1, p., v],

where [1, p, v] is a basis of the algebraic integers of 2(5). In this case (1, 0, 1) is a

relative minimum of %x and so is E « e. This algorithm is periodic with period p,

i.e., 9¿k) = 9¡k+p) (k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ), where 9p+x = e. Unfortunately, we do not
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have a simple theorem like Theorem 2.1 to help us find the values of 9£k\ In [8]

Voronoi gave a method of doing this without proof. He did give a proof of a

method for finding the elements of a different chain from (3.2). This method is

described in Delone and Faddeev [4]. In Williams, Cormack, and Seah [10] a proof

is provided of a relatively rapid technique for finding these 0gw's.

In order to use the above ideas as part of a method for finding principal factors

for 2(5), we would like to have a result similar to the one at the end of Section 2.

If we define A/(©„) = N(9n) when 0„ « 9n, it is certainly true that if 2 < n < p

(I = 3) and A/(0„) | R2, then N(@n) is a principal factor. But must this occur if

2(5) has principal factors? We shall see that it does not. In spite of this we will still

be able to use Voronoi's algorithm to find principal factors. In order to do this, we

will have to use several results from [12]. One of these is

Lemma 3.1. Let a E 2[5], and suppose N(a) \ R2. Put N(a) = 3Tdxd2d4d¡, where

a = dxd2d3, b = d4d5d6. If

X3 = 3T nún{dxd¡d4d¡, d2d3d5d¡, d2d2d2d6),

then y = Xa/N(a)x/3 G 2[5]. Furthermore, N(y) \ R2, and if we put N(y) = 3Vi2,

where r = rxr2, s = sxs2, rxs2 \ a, r2s2 \ b, then

8/r2s,   8/rxs > 1.

By using (1.11) and this result, we know that if there is a principal factor for

2(5), then there must be some y G 2(5) such that

(3-3)

yg2[5],

N(y) = 3W,    N(y)\R2(r = 0, 1),

5, = 8/r2s > 1,   52 = 8/rxs > 1.

By Theorem 2 of [11] we know that if D ai ±1 (mod 9) and N(y) ■ rs2, then

r«y is a relative minimum of §,, and we can find T by using Voronoi's

algorithm. We will assume that the values of D with which we are deahng are such

that either D = ± 1 (mod 9) or N(a) = 3rs2. Under this assumption we have

,.   . f 0    when D = ± 1 (mod 9),

' [ 1     when D sé ± 1 (mod 9).

Theorem 3.2 [12]. Suppose that there exists some a E 2[5] such that N(a) \ R2.

Let y be defined as in (3.3) and (3.4). Then T sa y is not a relative minimum of S, if

and only if there exists a nonzero k G 2[5] such that k = rs2x, where x = %i +

X28x + *352 (Xx, X2, X3 E %) and

(3.5) Xx = ar2sX2 = brxsX3 (mod 3),

(3.6) 0 < x < 3,

(3.7) F(x) = X2 + 8X2X2 + 8}X¡ - 8XXXX2 - 82XXX3 - 8X82X2X3 < 9.

Corollary. // T above is not a relative minimum of §,, then ©«¿0 =

3T~XKy/N(y) is a relative minimum of S, when k = rs2x and x is the least value of

Xx + X28x + X382 such that (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) are satisfied.
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In the next section we will show how Voronoi's algorithm can be used to find T

when it is not a relative minimum of §,.

4. The Algorithm. We must first find the k of the corollary of Theorem 3.2. To do

this we use

Theorem 4.1. Suppose y is given by (3.3) and (3.4) and r« y. Let tj1 = ar2s,

tj2 = brxs (mod 3), where |tj,| = 1 (/ = 1, 2), and put Xx = -r¡xr¡2, X2 = -n2, X3 =

-ijj, x = X\ + ^2Vi + ^3Ï2' K = rs2X- r 's not a relative minimum of S, if and only

//* Tjj + tj2 == 2 and F(x) < 9. Further, if T is not a relative minimum of c>x, then

@œ9 = 3T-XKy/N(y)is.

The proof follows easily from Lemma 4.2 of [12] and the corollary of Theorem

3.2. It should be noted that the proof of Lemma 4.2 of [12] assumed that 5, < 52;

but, as remarked in [12], if this is not the case, we need only interchange the values

of a and b, rx and r2 and sx and s2. This has the effect of interchanging the values of

5! and 52, tj, and n2 while keeping y the same.   □

We now define an admissible d-set for 2(5). Let d be any divisor of R2 such that

d = 3rdxd¡d4d¡       (r = 0, 1),

where a = dxd2d3, b = d4d5d6, and

(4.1) dxd3d2 > d2d4d5,       d2d4d6 > dxd2d\.

Put X2 = -dxd2d4d6, X3 = -dxd3d4d5, Xx = -X2X3 (mod 3), where \X¡\ = 1 (/ =

1, 2, 3); also, let

(4.2) Q = 3T-3(3~TdXx + d2d3d5d¡X2 + d2d32dld6X3 + 3ab).

We say that {t, dx, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6) is an admissible d-set of 2(5) if X2 + X3 =£ -2

and

(4.3) d(2d - 3TabXx + 3QXX) > 3Q2.

Theorem 4.2. Let y satisfy (3.3) and (3.4), and put dx = rx, d2 = sx, d4 = r2,

d5 = s2, d3 = a/dxd2, d6 = b/d3d4. If T « y is not a relative minimum of §,, then

(t, dx, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6] must be an admissible d-set of 2(5).

Proof. Since 5,, 52 > 1 in (3.3), we must have (4.1). Also Xx = -r}xr¡2, X2 = -n2,

X3 = -T), in Theorem 4.1 and k = rs2x, where x = X\ + ^25] + A'352; hence,

(4.4) k = dxd22d4d¡Xx + dxd2d5X28 + d2d4d5X38,

and Q in (4.2) is given by

(4.5) Q = 33T~3N(K)/N(y)2.

Since T is not a relative minimum, we must have -qx + r}2¥=2, and therefore

X2 + X3 * -2. Further, x > 0 and Fix) < 9. Now F(x) = k'k"//-2j4; hence, F(x)

< 9 if and only if

N(K)/K<9r2s4   or    Q<3t~xk   or    N(3t~xk - Q) > 0.

Since

N(3*-xk- Q)

= Q(2 ■ 32T-Xdx2d*d2dt - 32T-xd2d3d3d2d3d6Xx + 3Tdxdld4d\XxQ - Q2),
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we see that (4.3) also holds. Hence (t, dx, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6] is an admissible

d-set.   □

If T « y is not a relative minimum here, we know that 9«ô = 3T~licy/N(y) is

a relative minimum. Since A/(0) = N(0) = 33T~3Af(ic)/Af(Y2), we see that N(9) =

Q by (4.5). Thus, given any value of D, we need only find all the possible

admissible ¿-sets and keep the corresponding Q values. As we proceed through

Voronoi's algorithm in generating @2, @3, @4, . . . etc., we check to see whether

any A/(@,) either divides R2 or is equal to one of these Q values. In [10] it is shown

that these values of A/(0,) = N(9¡) are easy to determine; in fact, N(9¡) = of/ox\e¡\,

where e, = néjhif - nfmf.
The one main difficulty in using this approach is the possibility of a large

number of admissible ¿/-sets for a particular 2[5]. However, we see in Table 1

below that this does not seem to happen very often. In this table n is the number of

admissible ¿/-sets and/(«) is the number of cube-free values of D < 15000 such

that 2 (VI) ) has n admissible ¿/-sets. There are 12478 cube-free values of D such

that 2 < D < 15000.

Table 1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

fin)

10998

280

205

386

64

29

218

16

20

78

10

5

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

24

fin)

34

3

1

26

2

5

28

1

2

18

2

7

27

30

33
36

39

42

45

48

51

54

57

60

fin)

4

1

4

2

4

4

3

4

6

5

2

1

TOTAL f(n): 12478

If N(9¡) | R2, then N(9¡) is a principal factor of 2(5); if this does not occur but

W(0|) = Q for a (/-set {t, dx, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6), we must then determine whether the

corresponding y value is an algebraic integer of 2(5). This value of y is given by

(4.6) y = 9iN(y)/y~XK,

where N(y) = 3Td = 3Tdxd^d4d2, and k is given by (4.4). Clearly, if y G 2[5], then

N(y) is a principal factor for 2(5).

We first note that k'k" = 3~Td(kx + k28 + k38), where

(4.7)   kx = 3~Td + abXx,   k2 = d2d3d4 + dxd2d5X3,   k3 = dxd5d6 + d2d4d5X2.
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We now have

Theorem 4.3. //, for some admissible d-set, we get N(@,) = Q for some ©, in the

chain (3.2), then y in (4.6) is an algebraic integer of 2(5) if and only if

(k2n3 — k3n2 = k2m3 — k3m2 = 0 (mod 3o¡),

kxe¡ — (k2n3 — k3n2)mx + (k2m3 — k3m2)nx = 0 (mod 3a,2),

where 0(,) = (mx + m28 + m38)/o¡, 9j¡'^ = (nx + n28 + n38)/a¡, e¡ = m2n3 — m3n2

and kj (J = 1, 2, 3) are given by (4.7).

Proof. If p¡, v¡ G 2(5) and [1, p¡, i>¡] is a basis of S,, then

-m
where T is a matrix with integer entries and \T\ = ±1. Thus, y E 2[5] if and only

if y/9¡ = x + yp, + zv¡ (x,y, z E %), and therefore y G 2[5] if and only if there

exist x, y, z E % such that

N(y)
(4.9) -^ = x + yp, + zv,.

3T"

Now, from (4.5),

N(y)      32t-Vk2t-2^'„w

3-1 N(y)Q   '

hence, (4.9) becomes

(4.10) 3T"2(A:, + k28 + k38) = Q(x + vp, + zv,).

Since [1, 0W, 9jp] is a basis of S,, we can assume without loss of generality that

ft = 9^, v, = 0„(,). Also, since Q = N(B,) = o2/ox\e,\ and a, = 3'-T by (3.4), we

get

l^l*, = 30,(0^ + ymx + znx),    \e,\k2 = 3o,(ym2 + zn2),

\e¡\k3 = 3o,( ym3 + zn3),

from (4.10). Solving these equations for x,y, z, we get

3o,ey = \e,\(k2n3 - k3n2),   3o,e,z = -\ei\(k2m3 - k3n2),

3ofx = \e,\kx — 3oymx — 3o,znx.

Thus, x, v, z are integers if and only if the congruences (4.8) hold.   □

Our algorithm for determining whether or not 2(5) has a principal factor is the

following sequence of three steps

(1) Determine whether or not any A/(0,) for 0, in the chain (3.2) and 2 < i < p

is such that N(®¡) \ R2. If so, we have a principal factor N(&¡) of 2(5), and we can

terminate the algorithm.

(2) If no such 0, is found by step (1), find all admissible d-sets for 2(5) and their

corresponding Q values. Check if any of these Q values is N(@¡) for i < p. If none

is, we know that we have no principal factors for 2(5), and we can terminate the

algorithm.
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(3) If A/(@,) = Qj for one of the Q's in step (2), check whether the congruences

(4.8) hold. If they do for some Q, then we have a principal factor 3rd}; otherwise,

there is no principal factor for 2(5).

As an example, we mention that for D = 850, we get

92 = 18 + 25 + 5",   93 = 161 + 175 + 5",   e = 94 = 341 + 365 + 195.

Here, N(92) = 52, N(93) =121. Thus, Voronoi's algorithm does not find a principal

factor. However, we see that {1, 2, 1, 17, 1, 5, 1) (d = 3 • 2 • 52) is an admissible

¿-set, and with k = -50 + 105 + 55 we get y = 180 + 195 + 105" G 2[5] and

N(y) = 150; thus, 150 is a principal factor.

5. Determination of r. We have seen that the value of r in (1.12) can be

determined when we know the value of gx modulo ab. In this section we describe

how Voronoi's algorithm can be used to find gx (mod ab).

We note that if n > 1, 0„_, = W}Z¡ 0®, 9n = 9¡"~x\_x, xpn = 9^-\_x, then

[9„_,, 9n, xpn] is a basis of the integers in 2(5). Thus, we have

(51) Í6k+^x\k\+y\k%-x + 4k^k,

\xpk+x = x2k>9k+y2k\_x + z^xpk,

where 4k\yf\ zjk) E % (i = 1, 2). If we put

9k = (G\k) + G^8 + Gf>5")/3,       xpk = (//,<*> + H^S + H^8)/3,

we get

(5 Í G'k+l) = X^G'k) + y([k)G<¡k~° + *Í*)|i**)'

1 Hjk+ » = xi*>GP + y2*>G\k~ ') + *£*>#,<*>       (i = 1, 2, 3).

These are the formulas which are analogous to (1.6) for the usual continued

fraction. Also, G,(1) = 3, G2(1) = G3(1) = 0, G,(2) = 3m^/ox, //,(2> = 3n™/ov

If we put / = 1 in (5.2), we can use (5.2) as a pair of congruences modulo ab to

find gx = Gx(p+X) (mod ab). All that is needed is a method of calculating xjk\ yjk\

z\k\ i = 1, 2.

If we divide each of the equations in (5.1) by 9k, we get

Í0<*> = x\k) + ^*>/0(*-'> + zf)^-')/^-1),

(5'3) |^> = xp + v^/öf -» + 4*>0j*-,y#<*-,>.

Let

l/0<*-'> = (w*w + m2*w5 + m*?>8)/ok,

gik-n/ef-v = („*<*> + „»Wfi + n*^S)/ak.

From (5.3) we get six equations in the six unknowns xjk\yjk), zfk) (i «■ 1, 2). Solving

these, we get

e£y<*> = m«*>n3*<*> - mf>«2*(*>, e¿v2*> = n2kh*3™ - hfhtfO,

akxf» = «{*> - rf'«.^» + z<*>/j*W,       afcxf = «<*> - ;2>fW - z<*>n*<*>,

where e¿ = m2*(%*(*> - «2*wm3*w.
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Since, in the process of carrying out the calculations involved in Voronoi's

algorithm, we have to evaluate mf™, n*(k), mjk\ njk) (j = 1, 2, 3), it is not too much

extra work to find x}k),y}k), z}k) (i = 1, 2) and then use (5.2) to find g, (mod ab). By

using this method to find gx (mod ab), we avoid multi-precise operations, since we

only require any Gx(k), H¡k) modulo ab. The actual values of G¡k) and H\k) can get

very large; for example, when D = 199109, Gx(p+X) is a number of over 197000

decimal digits.

6. Computational Results. The algorithms of Sections 4 and 5 were implemented

on an Amdahl 470-V7 computer and run for all 2(VI> ) with D < 15000. There

are 12220 values of D = ab2 such that D is cube-free, (a,b)= 1, a < b and

2 < D < 15000. Of the corresponding 12220 cubic fields investigated, it was found

that 9053 have principal factors. Of the remaining 3177 fields, only 881 were such

that the only prime factors of D were 3 or a prime of the form 9r ± 1. For these

881 fields, it was found that (1.12) was satisfied in 556 cases. Thus, 2611 of our

12220 fields are of type (i) in Section 1, 9053 are of type (ii) and 556 are of type

(iii). For the quadratic case we have 7306 square-free D such that 2 < D < 15000

and 2(VD ) has a principal factor and 1813 D such that 2 (VI) ) does not.

By Theorem 5.3 of [12], we know that there can be at most two elements 0,

(« 0¡) and 0,. (» 0j) in the chain (3.2) such that 2 < i, j < p and N(@,) \ R2,

N(@j) | R2. That is, there can exist at most two principal factors for 2(5) that can

be found as norms of relative minima of §,. When this occurs and 0¡ < 0j, we have

e = 93/N(9,),       e2 = 0//N(0j).

For example, when D = 42, we get

02 = 24 + 75 + 25",   03 = 254 + 735 + 215",   04 = 278 + 805 + 235,

95 = 737 + 2125 + 615,   06 = 1015 + 2925 + 845",

91 = 10077 + 28995 + 8345,   0S = 21169 + 60905 + 17525".

Here, N(02) = 6, N(03) = 50, N(04) = 20, N(85) = 29, N(06) = 7, N(07) = 15, N(0S)

= 1, and we see that /' = 2,j = 6, e = 9S = 02/6, and e2 = 9%/I.

This simplifies the problem of computing e. Certain values of D for which this

must occur are given in [12]. Of the 9053 fields above which have principal factors,

8462 had two of their principal factors as norms of elements in their chain (3.2),

572 had only one of their principal factors as a norm of an element in (3.2) and

only 16 had none. We list these 16 fields according to their value of D in Table 2

below.
When D = 2, we havep = 1, and therefore we cannot find a principal factor as

a norm of an element in (3.2) because the period length is minimal. This is not the

case, however, with the rest of these numbers; in fact, for D = 6061, we have

p = 972.
On looking at Table 2, we notice that there is no D value in it such that

D = ± 1 (mod 9). In fact, of the 575 fields 2( VI) ) which have only one 0, in (3.2)

such that A/(0,) | R2, only 12 have D = ± 1 (mod 9). These are: 10, 325, 350, 1700,

2366, 4114, 4420, 7514, 8470, 9044, 11132, 13294. In only one case in the remaining

563 fields was the value of N(®¡) which divides R2 divisible by 9. This occurs for

D = 4165 with #(©,.) = 153.
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Table 2

D Principal factor

455 = 5 • 7 • 13

833 = 72- 17

850 = 2- 52- 17

1078 = 2 • 72 • 11

1235 = 5-13-19

1573 = ll2- 13

3857 = 7-19-29

4901 = 132- 29

6061 = 11-19-29

6358 = 2- 11 • 172

8294 = 2 -11-13-29

8959= 172- 31

12121 = 17-23-31

12818 = 2-13-17-29

14801 = 192-41

3

525 = 3

147 = 3

150 = 2

294 = 2

1425 = 3

363 = 3

4263 = 3

507 = 3

10527 = 3

867 = 3

11154 = 2

867 = 3

19941 = 3

14703 = 3

1083 = 3

52-7

72

3-52

3 • 72

52- 19

ll2

72- 29

132

112 - 29

172

3 • 11 • 132

172

I72- 23

132 • 29

192

In [1] Barrucand and Cohn conjecture that principal factors exist except in those

cases where N(a) \ R2 is congruentially excluded. From this conjecture we can

infer (as is done in [1]) that if D = ±1 (mod 9), D = rxr2 or rxr\, rx=r2=\

(mod 3), and rx and r2 are primes, then a principal factor exists for 2(VZ) ) if

(r, / r2)3 = (r2/rx)3 = 1. For example, if D = 223 • 72, we found that 49 is a

principal factor. (For the significance of this result, see [1, p. 20].) However, this

conjecture is false for D = 8299 = 43 • 193. Here (43/193)3 = (193/43)3 = 1, but

we found that there is no principal factor for 2(V8299 ). The conjecture is also

false for D = 11089 = 13 • 853 and D = 14203 = 7 • 2029.

The conjecture is still of some interest where it applies to D = p, 3p or 9p, where

p is a prime and p = 4, 7 (mod 9). According to the conjecture we would expect

that N(a) = 3 is always solvable for some a E 2[5] whenever (3/p)3 = 1. That is,

if (t, p) = (0, 0), (1, 2), (2, 1), there exist xx, x2, x3 E % such that

x\ + ypx\ + 3°p2x\ - 3iT + "+3)/3pxxx2x3 = 3

whenever (3/p)3 = 1. This part of the conjecture has not been violated by any of

our calculations and may well be true. However, it appears to be rather difficult to

prove.

After examining the fundamental unit for a number of different fields 2(5),

M. D. Hendy (personal communication) discovered that gx — 3 was often a highly

composite number. Peter Montgomery gave a partial answer to the question of why

this happened by noting that principal factors existed for the fields which Hendy

examined. When e = a3/N(a) and a = (xx + x28 + x35~)/3, then

gx = 3 + (abxxx2x3)/N(a).
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Hence gx — 3 usually has a large number of factors. As we have seen above,

Q(Yd ) has a principal factor for most of the values of D < 15000. However,

whether this trend continues or not is unknown.
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